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Abstract

The ROSE code was written for the optimisation of stellarator equilibria. It uses VMEC for the equilibrium calculation and

several different optimising algorithms for adjusting the boundary coefficients of the plasma. Some of the most important

capabilities include optimisation for simple coils, the ability to simultaneously optimise vacuum and finite beta field, direct

analysis of particle drift orbits and direct shaping of the magnetic field structure. ROSE was used to optimise quasi-

isodynamic, quasi-axially symmetric and quasi-helically symmetric stellarator configurations.

1. Introduction

The performance of stellarators, characterised by properties related to MHD stability, confinement of
fast particles, neoclassical and anomalous transport and engineering complexity, is known to depend
strongly on the underlying equilibrium configuration. While the first fully optimised stellarators, HSX
and Wendelstein 7-X, have entered operation, new stellarator designs are being considered. In particular,
a possible stellarator reactor needs to be optimised beyond the optimisation level achieved for these
devices. A strong need for progress has been identified in the confinement of fast particles significantly
away from the magnetic axis. At the same time, coil complexity must not exceed the limits of feasibility.

2. The ROSE Code
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Figure 1: Procedural structure of the ROSE code.

The ROSE [1] code was written for the optimi-
sation of stellarator equilibria. Like other tools
created for the optimisation of stellarator equilib-
ria [2] [3], it uses VMEC [4] for the equilibrium
calculation and several different optimising algo-
rithms for adjusting the coefficients of the bound-
ary shape of the plasma. The procedural structure
of ROSE is outlined in Fig. 1. The code is writ-
ten in C++ and allows, at the time of this writing,
parallel execution of the external codes (VMEC...)
when feasible.

The scope of properties the code can target
includes geometrical properties of the plasma boundary, deviation from quasi-symmetries, neoclassical
transport, the rotational transform profile, magnetic mirror ratios, and many others. In addition to
these criteria, which are relatively common in previous designs, the code has been extended to include
optimisation targets that are new to stellarator optimisation. These include an analysis of the vacuum
magnetic field and a new way to assess coil complexity.

A more comprehensive overview of the criteria available for the target function optimised is given
below.
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• gaussian curvature on plasma boundary

• maximum absolute value among the
principal curvatures: sup {|K1| , |K2|}

• aspect ratio (unless fixed a priori)

• rotational transform ι at selected radial positions s

• regions with undesired sign of shear

• magnetic well at design 〈β〉

• field ripple on magnetic axis R = Bmax−Bmin

Bmax+Bmin

• magnetic mirror at flux surface s

M =
B(s,u=0,v=0)−B(s,u=0,v=1/2)
B(s,u=0,v=0)+B(s,u=0,v=1/2)

• deviation of the Bmn from quasi-symmetry

• ratios between arbitrary Bmn components

• ǫeff on arbitrary field lines [29]

• radial drift velocity parameters Γv , Γw, Γc

[30] as indicators of fast α-particle confinement

• var(B) on the contours of maximum
and minimum B at the toroidal symmetry planes

• var(J) at flux surface

• properties involving the vacuum field

– vacuum rotational transform on the axis

– vacuum magnetic well

– Shafranov shift

• properties related to coil complexity

• proxy for turbulent transport [5]

• drift orbits [31]

• mercier stability computed by VMEC

• MHD stability evaluated with CAS3D

2.1. Vacuum Field Analysis

For many configuration properties, it is desirable to carry out the optimisation at finite plasma pressure.
This is particularly the case for qualities related to fast-particle confinement, the accuracy of quasi-
symmetries, or the effective ripple. These properties depend on the plasma pressure, and it is their
value at finite 〈β〉 that is decisive for the performance of the stellarator in question. However, important
properties of the vacuum field can become difficult to discern or assume unfavourable values. For instance,
due to the diamagnetic property of the plasma, the magnetic well can be positive [corresponding to
negative V ′′(s) ] at finite 〈β〉 but turn into a magnetic hill (V ′′ > 0) when the vacuum field is analysed.

Analyses of vacuum field properties have been done before in the scope of the NCSX design effort [6].
There, the vacuum field was evaluated using a virtual casing (VC) directly on the plasma boundary.

The approach implemented for ROSE proceeds along three major steps:

1. calculate the normal magnetic field from plasma currents on the plasma boundary

2. compute a current sheet generating the true vacuum field using SURFGEN and NESCOIL

3. evaluate vacuum field properties using the vacuum field computed from the current sheet using the
Biot-Savart formula

The details of these steps will be outlined in the following sections.

2.1.1. Calculating the normal magnetic field

The virtual-casing principle is used to obtain the normal field from plasma currents exactly on the plasma
boundary. Then, the field in the entire plasma domain is obtained by a NESCOIL calculation corrected
for the normal field on the plasma boundary.

To explain this procedure in greater detail, let us divide R
3 into 2 disjoint domains V1 and

V2, with current distributions J1 and J2 in each of these. The current densities J1 and J2 generate
contributions B1 and B2 to the magnetic field so that B1(x) +B2(x) = B(x) Assume, finally, that the
boundary δV between V1 and V2 is located so that B · n = 0.
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If V1, V2 are chosen as the domains inside and outside the plasma boundary, then B1 and B2 are
the magnetic field contributions from inner and outer currents respectively. B · n = 0 on the plasma
boundary implies that B1 · n and B2 · n have the same magnitude.

In the following, let p(u, v) or p̃(u, v) denote points on the boundary surface and pu = dp
du , pv = dp

dv ,

so that n = (pu×pv)
‖pu×pv‖

denotes the normalised normal vector. The virtual-casing principle [7] as stated by

Shafranov and Zakharov states that a mirror current density on δV defined by

Jmirror(p) = −B(p)× n(p) (1)

creates a magnetic field,

Bmirror(x) =
µ0

4π

∫

δV

J(p̃)× (x− p̃)

‖x− p̃‖
3 dA, (2)

such that

Bmirror(x) =

{

B2(x) x ∈ V1

−B1(x) x ∈ V2
(3)

For a mathematically rigorous treatment of the virtual-casing principle the reader is encouraged to consult
Ref. [8].

The evaluation of equation (2) needs to deal with a singularity in the Biot-Savart rule and requires
a little sleight of hand. A similar calculation has been implemented in the BNORM code by Merkel [9].
The calculation starts by seeking the Biot-Savart integral for the vector potential:

Amirror(p) =
µ0

4π

∫ Np

0

∫ 1

0

Jmirror(p̃) ‖p̃u × p̃v‖

‖p− p̃‖
dudv

An explicit encounter with the singularity is avoided by computing Amirror(p) on integer points
p(i/Nu, Npj/Nv) (Nu, Nv denoting the number of field lines, Np the number of periods) using an open
Newton-Cotes formula evaluating the integrand at half-integer points p̃((i+ 1

2 )/Nu, Np(j +
1
2 )/Nv).

In addition to using the dual mesh, the numerical integration is simplified (and hence accelerated)
by eliminating the singular part from the integrand. This is achieved by writing

Amirror(p) =
µ0

4π

∫ v+Np/2

v−Np/2

∫ u+1/2

u−1/2

[

Jmirror(p̃) ‖p̃u × p̃v‖

‖p− p̃‖

−
Jmirror(p) ‖pu × pv‖

√

û2p2
u(u, v) + 2ûv̂pu(u, v)pv(u, v) + v̂2p2

v(u, v)

]

dũdṽ

+
µ0

4π

∫ v+Np/2

v−Np/2

∫ u+1/2

u−1/2

Jmirror(p) ‖pu × pv‖
√

û2p2
u(u, v) + 2ûv̂pu(u, v)pv(u, v) + v̂2p2

v(u, v)
dũdṽ (4)

with û = ũ− u, v̂ = ṽ − v

The first of these integrals has the singularity removed and yields directly to numerical integration.
Due to the interlaced meshes, an open Newton-Cotes formula is used. The second part of (4) can be
integrated analytically in one of the coordinates.

The resulting 1d integral still has a singularity that is solved along the same lines as the first
integration step. The singular part is treated by adding and subtracting a term with the same singularity.
This results in a 1d integral without singularity, solved with an adaptive Gauss-Kronrod rule, and a second
1d integral, the integrand singular, that solves analytically.
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After Amirror has been computed on the integer mesh on the plasma boundary, the tangential
components are interpolated using a 2d spline with periodic boundary conditions. The normal component
n · Bplasma is then obtained by taking the normal component of curl Amirror. Since only the normal
component of the magnetic field is needed, only the tangential derivatives of the tangential components
of Amirror are required.

Once the normal magnetic field from the plasma currents on the plasma boundary is available,
a NESCOIL run is performed that is corrected for the normal magnetic field [10] [11] [12]. Unlike the
NESCOIL calculation used to assess the coil complexity the current sheet for the vacuum field is not
located in a region where the coils are expected, but in a region that is favourable for a benign NESCOIL
solution and an efficient and accurate calculation of the Biot-Savart law. This is usually significantly
closer to the plasma boundary than the coil set is.

2.2. Analysis of Coil Complexity

Coil complexity is an issue with the potential of deciding the technological feasibility of a stellarator
configuration. Much effort has been made to address this difficulty. Coil optimisation tools like ONSET
[16], COILOPT [13], FOCUS [14] or REGCOIL [15] are able to seek coil sets with optimised curvature
radii and filament clearances. However, the optimisation of these properties may impair other properties
of the resulting magnetic field. Boozer and Ku have proposed methods to include the response of relevant
plasma properties to slight modifications of the configuration in order to extend the potential for easing
coil construction in directions that do not compromise plasma performance [17] [18] [19].

Since there is an obvious competition between coil simplicity and other key parameters of the
resulting configuration, ROSE takes takes the approach of striking this balance already at the design of
the equilibrium. This can be achieved without actually having to design the coils simultaneously with
the MHD equilibrium, but by adding adequate indicators for coil complexity to the equilibrium target
function.

A good “guess” for coil complexity can be obtained from NESCOIL by computing the current
sheet on a current-carrying surface (CCS) located roughly where the coils in the final machine would be.
In a power plant, sufficient space between coils and plasma must be provided to accommodate a breeding
blanket and neutron shielding. In practice, this imposes a limit on the minimum clearance between coils
and plasma exceeding one metre.

The resulting approach to assessing coil complexity, repeated at each evaluation of a potential
MHD equilibrium, proceeds along the following steps:

1. Use SURFGEN to generate a suitable current-carrying surface. This surface should have a shape
resembling that of the plasma boundary and be situated at roughly constant distance from it.

2. Use NESCOIL to compute the current distribution Jc on the current surface.

3. Assess the complexity of this current distribution by evaluating the following properties:

• Harmonic content of the current potential Φ = cuu+ cvv +
∑

k,l skl sin (2π (ku+ lv))

H =

√

∑
k,l

s2
kl
(k2+l2)

c2u+c2v
,

• Current compression: C = max(Jc)−min(Jc)
max(Jc)+min(Jc)

,

• Geodesic and 3d curvature. The geodesic and 3d curvature, κg and κ,

• Current islands. In a modular coil set, all current lines of the current sheet should close
poloidally. However, the current potential may exhibit local extrema which lead to current
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lines that close locally around the respective extremum instead of poloidally. Converted into
actual coils, these current islands would correspond into saddle coils.

Current islands are detected by seeking locations where the gradient ∇u,vΦ(u, v) of the current
potential becomes opposite to the regular gradient established by the total external current.

I =
1

c2u + c2v

∫ ∫

T

(

−

(

∇u,vΦ(u, v) ·

(

cu
cv

))

+ γt

)

dudv (5)

T (x) =

{

0 x < 0
x else

(6)

The parameter γt is a threshold parameter that facilitates detection and suppression of marginal
current islands.

3. Optimisation Examples

The ROSE code was used to obtain optimised equilibria for several device classes holding the promise of
adequate fast-particle confinement.

3.1. Quasi-isodynamic equilibrium

Figure 2: Optimised plasma boundary of a QI
configuration at A = 12.2. The magnetic field
strength is color coded.

Quasi-isodynamic stellarators [22] are currently being ex-
plored with W7-X [23], [20]. These configurations hold the
promise of combining sufficient fast-particle confinement and
neoclassical transport with a small bootstrap currrent. This
small current in turn allows the utilisation of an island diver-
tor.

The equilibrium presented here has NP = 5 periods
and an aspect ratio of A = 12.2. It exhibits enhanced fast-ion
confinement off the magnetic axis compared with W7-X. It
has a positive vacuum magnetic well and uses a similar range
for the rotational transform with ι < 1. The coil complexity
is increased compared with W7-X.

3.2. Quasi-Axially Symmetric Equilibrium

In quasi-axially symmetric configurations [25] [26] the field strength exhibits a toroidal symmetry in
Boozer coordinates. These devices are receiving worldwide attention as they could combine the advantages
of stellarators and tokamaks. A reduced need for external rotational transform could lead to a simplified
coil design. Nevertheless, this reduced external ι could be sufficient to ensure the existence of vacuum
magnetic flux surfaces and prevent disruptions.

The equilibrium presented here [27] could lead to a medium-sized experiment to explore the poten-
tial of quasi-axisymmetry. It has an aspect ratio of A = 3.4, NP = 2 and an external rotational transform
of ι ∼ 0.3. This value was chosen in order to guarantee stability. The optimisation was carried out at
a normalised plasma pressure of 〈β〉 = 0.035. The accuracy of QA symmetry has been optimised to a
qa-error of 0.28% at s = 0.4. The vacuum magnetic well is ∼ 3%. The quality of fast-particle confinement
has been addressed through optimisation of the qa-error only.
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Figure 3: Plasma boundary of a quasi-axially symmetric stellarator with the magnetic field strength colour coded.
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Figure 4: Cuts of the the flux surfaces of a quasi-helically symmetric configuration at selected toroidal angles.

3.3. Quasi-Helically Symmetric Equilibrium

Quasi-helically symmetric stellarators [24] [21] exhibit very good confinement and transport properties
once a solution sufficiently close to ideal quasi-symmetry has been found. On the downside, the bootstrap
current may be high. In contrast to other configurations, the bootstrap current in QH equilibria tends
to reduce the rotational transform. As a result, no stable island structure will be available at the plasma
edge and a divertor concept other than the island divertor needs to be employed.

The QH equilibrium presented here has an aspect ration of A = 8.7. Fig.4 shows selected cross-
sections of the equilibrium. It clearly exhibits the large helical excursion of the magnetic axis typical of
QH configurations. The qh-error, defined as the ratio between undesired modes and the average field, is
1.9% at s = 1. Improved confinement of fast particles will necessitate a further reduction of this value.
An analysis of the structure of the magnetic field reveals that the variance of B on the minimal contour
amounts to var(|B|) ∼ 1.7%.

The optimisation was carried out at an elevated resolution. It used Npol = Ntor = 12 Fourier
modes in each angular direction and Ns = 128 radial flux surfaces. Regular optimisation typically uses
Npol = Ntor ∼ 6 and Ns ∼ 60. This high resolution allowed using the Mercier data generated by
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Figure 5: Mercier plot from VMEC data for a qh-symmetric configuration. Positive values indicate stability.

VMEC for an assessment of MHD stability. Fig. 5 indicates that the configuration is stable in the entire
confinement domain.
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